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ABSTRACT

The effect of electrode area ratio on the current flowing through a parallel plate rf discharge

is studied to gain qualitative understanding of how current continuity is maintained in

asymmetric systems and how electrode asymmetry affects the harmonic spectrum of the

current A uniform ion density sheath model is used. The total current flowing through the

powered electrode sheath is equated to that at the grounded electrode sheath, and the

external voltage is set equal to the sum of the voltage drops across each sheath. This results

in a first order differential equation in one sheath voltage, which is integrated numerically.

Some results are: (1) The current waveforms approach skewed sine waves with increasing

area ratio. (2) Increasing the area ratio induces a broadening of both conduction and

displacement current frequency spectra. (3) The relative size of the peak conduction current

to the displacement current is important in determining the sheath voltage and current



waveforms. (4) Even when the peak conduction current is comparable to the peak

displacement current, the large, distinct conduction currentspike associated with the single

sheath limit is very weak at modest area ratios. In this case, the coupling of two sheaths

allows nonsinusoidal variations in the sheath voltages that broaden the conduction current

waveform. (5) The response of the external circuit to the discharge current load must be

included in a description of the total current waveform. Examples of these effects from

experiment and simulation are discussed.



L Introduction

The impedance of rf discharges has been studied for many years and is important in the

design of matching networks for rf discharge reactors.1 It has also been studied for endpoint

detection purposes in the fabrication of integrated circuits,2 and has received extensive interest as

a measurable quantity that can provide information of discharge parameters such as density, collision

frequencies, and sheath thickness.3,4,5,6 Directional wattmeters are often used to measure the

power absorbedby the discharge, and at the matched load condition it is possible to infer a value for

the discharge impedance.1 However, measurements made with directional wattmeters can be

complicated bymatching network losses,7 and consequently acorrection for this power loss must be

found by calibration.8,9'10 Alternatively, workers have resorted to the direct measurement of the

discharge voltage and current to obtain the discharge impedance and power, computing the latter by

using the phase difference between the current and voltage,5 using the time-averaged product of the

current and voltage waveforms,11 or employing the equivalent of the latter through the use of

Fourier transforms.12 Studies which have made direct use of the current and voltage waveforms

tend to employ near symmetric discharges for which the higher harmonic content is small.5,6,10 As

has been noted in Ref. 10, power measurement in asymmetric discharges is complicated by the

generation ofhigher harmonics,which makes it difficult to identify the phase shift at the fundamental.

Power measurements in asymmetric systems are therefore best done by time-averaging the product

of the current and voltage waveforms, and hence accurate measurements of the discharge voltage and

current become essential.

However, one complication that is encountered experimentally is the question of what

constitutes a valid current waveform in an asymmetric system. Experimental work has shown that

current waveforms for asymmetric systems are marked by greater harmonic content,12 and that in

some reactor geometries conventional measurement techniques yield waveforms in which the

harmonics are a dominating feature.13 It has been recognized that the symmetric discharge

possesses a symmetry that precludes the existence of even harmonics.14 This requirement is absent



for asymmetric discharges. It isalso known that in theuniform density sheath model ofthe symmetric

discharge (with conduction current neglected), the two sheaths together act as a linear element.15

We will show that this simple result does not persist in asymmetric discharges. Thus current

waveforms for asymmetric systems are inherently morecomplicated, and it is important to develop

some understanding of what is reasonable to expect in experiments.

In this paper we study the qualitative features of current conduction through asymmetric

discharges with the use of a simple uniform sheath density model For an overall description of an

rf discharge this model is somewhat lacking; for example, the ion density profile in the sheaths can

affect stochastic heating, which in turn can affect the steadystate plasma density. But the question

we address is much more limited. It is simply: How is current continuity achieved in asymmetric

systems,and how does asymmetryaffect the harmonic content of the current waveform? We will find

that the appearance of more complexharmonic structure at large asymmetry follows naturally from

this two-sheath model, and hence a study of this sort is important in defining constraints imposed on

discharge symmetry if it is important to perform careful measurements of discharge impedance. In

the past, models of this sort have also provided insight about how the sheath voltage modulates the

conduction and displacement currents, and hence how current continuity provides a constraint

between the sheath voltages at the two electrodes.16,17,18,19,20,21 Meijer and Goedheer,21

in particular, used the same model we presenthere,and found that it could reproduce experimental

dc bias data. This work, in comparison, is primarily concerned with the current waveform.

The outline of this paper is as follows: The equations describing current continuity are

formulated in Section II. Section III presents results and discussion concerning the discharge current.

In Section IV the results of this model are related to previously published simulation results and

experimental data. In Section V we show how features appearing in current waveforms we have

measured may be better understood with the help of this two-coupled-sheath model. In Section VI

we discuss the relation of this model to the purely resistive sheath model of Ref. 16.



II. Model Description

A. Two-Sheath System

The capacitively coupled rfdischarge is illustrated in Figure 1(a). A sinusoidal rf voltage of

amplitude Vt is applied to the powered electrode through a blocking capacitor Cblock. In a system

with an asymmetric electrode configuration, a dc current will flow in the circuit until a dc bias V0

forms across the blocking capacitor to prevent further flowofa dc current The external voltage V^

then appearing at the powered electrode is the sum of the dc bias and the sinusoidal voltage from the

power supply.

The model for the sheath of a capacitive rf discharge is illustrated in Figure 1(b). The ion

density profile ns(x) will be treated as constant in time, whichwill be true when the rf frequency is

larger than the ion plasma frequency- <a2>><Dpi2 -and the sheath is wide enough that an ion transit

time is several rf periods long.22,23,24 The electron density profile ne(x,t) is approximated as

changing abruptly from zero to the ion density at the instantaneous sheath edges(t). The sheath edge

moves between a minimumnearthe electrode at x=0 to a maximum position at x=xm. The positive

directions of the currents and voltages are indicated in Figure 1.

The conduction current is taken to be the sum of a steadyion flux and the rf modulated flux

provided by Maxwellian electrons:

Jc(t) - -en,uB + (l/4)en5c,exp(-eV,(t)/kT) (1)

where ce = (&KThmJ1/z is the mean electron speed, i^ is the ion density at x,^ and e is the electron

charge. The ions are given a speed uB atx^x^ Vs is the time-varying voltage at the plasma-sheath

edge x=s(t) with respect to the electrode surface at x=0. (We assume here that Vs(t) is always

positive. A limit on the applied rfvoltage to ensure Vs>0 has been indicated in other works.25,26)

The expression for the electron flux is inaccurate for very small sheath voltages, so somecaution must

be used in interpreting thewaveforms near thesheath voltage minima.27

The displacement current is obtained byapplying Gauss' lawin the region 0 < x < s(t) where

the electron density is zero:
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3E(x,t)/ax - en;(x)/e0 . (2)

E(x,t) is the electric field, and c0 is the permittivity of free space. The boundary condition for the

electric field is

E(s,t) - 0 .

Integrating Eq. (2) and using Eq. (3), one obtains

s

E(x,t) - -Jdx'en^x'Veo .
X

The displacement current Jd is given by

Jv(x,t) a e03E/at

/x* (5)

This shows that Jd(x,t) is independent of x in the region 0 <x <s(t).

The displacement current can be related to the potential drop across the sheath, Vs

Integrating Eq. (4) one obtains

V,(t)aV(s)-V(0)--fdx'E(x',t) .

Differentiating Eq. (6) gives

(3)

(4)

(6)

!If-.rdx'£E^)-E(s,t)^ . (7)
*** dt

^1 - -rdx'£E£ldt [ dt

The second term on the right hand side is zero due to Eq. (3), and the integrand is proportional to

the displacement current and independent of x. Thus, one obtains

J.(t) - -JL JW . (8>
dK' s(t) dt



This result holds for an arbitrary ion density profile, and it is simply the formula for the current

flowing across a capacitor, except for the time varying spacing s(t). The time dependence of s(t)

generates harmonics in Jd.

A particularly simple form for the displacement current is in the case of the uniform ion

density profile. In this case the potential is quadratic in s(t) and the displacement current is given

by

Jd(0 - -
«oenj

n/2

2V,(t)

*v. (9)
dt

The current flowingacrossthe sheath will be approximated by a product of the electrode area,

A and the current densities in Eqs. (1) and (9). This neglects the effects of two dimensional variation

across a single electrode.28,29 However, this suffices in studying the gross effects of area ratio in

asymmetric systems. The arearatio enters into the model equations by equating the current flowing

through the A and B sheaths, the two sheaths of the discharge. Using subscripts "A" and "B" to label

the various current densities and electrode areas, current continuity is written

^♦J*.--rk*+,*»] (10)

where the expressions for the conduction anddisplacement current densities are taken from Eqs. (1)

and (9). (The minus sign is included on the right side for the B sheath sincecurrent is positive if it

flows from the plasma to the B electrode.) In asymmetric systems the density at the edges of both

sheaths can differ by a factor of 2 to 3 due to ion diffusion in the glow and the mechanism for

electron energy deposition.17,28 However, we note that even larger effects will arise from the sheath

density profile,30 which cannot be treated by the present numerical algorithm; thus, for simplicity

we will take the density to be the same at each sheath.

Equation (10) leads to adifferential equation which willbe integrated numerically. A specific

choice for the ion flux is required; we adopt the collisionless presheath result uB=(kT/Mj)1/2, where



Mi is the ion mass. Equation (10) is divided by (l/4)ensce, and is restated in the following

dimensionless variables and constants:

Uf seV^/kT ,i-AorB

2tm. 1/2

a s

Mr

1/2 <•>
Y » * —

CD,

e a <Dt

(11)

where « is the rf (angular) frequency and G>p=(nse2/60me)1/2 is the plasma frequency. Equation (10)

then becomes, for the case of the uniform ion density sheath,

•a +exp(-U4) - -I__Ji - -P
U

1/2 d6
-a + exp(-UB) - Y dUB

U
1/2 de
B

(12)

The first two terms on each side constitute the conduction current and the third term is the

displacement current

When the B electrode is at ground potential, the voltage appliedon the A electrode by the

external circuit, V^t), is given by

V«(t)--VM(t)* V^(t) . (13)

Assuming that the discharge isdriven byalow impedance source, wetakeV^ to be the sumof a sine

wave plusa dc bias. The dimensionless voltage U^ a eV^/kT then has the form

u«(e) - -(u0 +ulCose) d4)

where U0 is the dc bias and Ua is the rf amplitude. Equation (12) then becomes a first order

differential equation in UA(6) when Eq. (13) is used to eliminate UB in terms of UA and U^:



d6
-Y

a(U(t )-exp(-U4)-^ exp(-Uj4-Uctt)+/» y(uA+Um)~ *lysine

[v-Am+f>(uA+uJfm
(15)

The numerical solution of Eq. (15) is nontrivial because the physically desired solution UA(6) is

periodicand yieldsno dc current upon averaging Eq. (1) over one period (due to the presenceof the

blocking capacitor CbIock in Figure1(a)). Two parameters adjusted in the search for the solution are

the initialvalue UA(0) and the dc biasUq. The algorithm proceeds in the following steps: 1) A guess

is made for U0; 2) UA(0) is found which belongs to a periodic solution (a fourth-order Runge-Kutta

integrationscheme is used in this step); 3) Jc(6) is computed and averaged over one period; 4) If the

dc current is not below 0.1% of the ion flux, a new U0 is guessed, and the steps are repeated.

This model is identical to that of Ret 21, except for the definition of the normalized ion flux

a. In Ret 21 a factor of 0.606 is included to account for the decrease in density across the presheath.

In this work the density is parameterized by its value at the sheath edge instead, as was done in Ref.

16. Other runs,however, havebeen performed in whichthe conventionsofRef. 21wereadopted,and

it wasverified that the algorithmemployed in this work does indeed reproduce the sheath voltage data

of Ref. 21.

B. The Single Sheath

In Section III the current obtained from solutions of Eq. (15) willbe compared to the current

which flows through a single sheath driven witha sinusoidal voltage. The equation for the latter is

discussed here for two cases, the first for which the ion density is uniform, and the second forwhich

it is a particular nonuniform density profile.

In the uniform density case, the left side of Eq. (12) still describes the current density, but

now UA is given the form of U^ in Eq. (14). Upon requiring the conduction current to average to

zero over one period, one obtains



Uo-In^UjJ +̂In f M, )

2*m,
(16)

where Iq is the modified Bessel function of zero order. The second term is the floating potential in

the absence of oscillations in the sheathvoltage. Ioncreation and transport processes canchange the

numerical coefficients of the normalized fluxes in the expression for the conduction

current,25,26,31,32,33 and hence Uq, but these effects will not change the conclusions to be obtained

for the current waveforms.

The sheath ion density may be fairly uniform when ion motion through the sheath is highly

collisional.34,35,36,37 However, at lower pressures there will be a drop in the ion density in the

direction from the plasma to the electrode due to the acceleration of ions through the sheath

potential (see Figure 1(b)). One consequence of this is that the maximum sheath thickness will be

larger. Thus, the displacement current density, given byEq. (8), will be reduced. This motivates a

study of thedisplacement current waveform when thesheath iondensity isnonuniform. This will lead

to a more complicated numerical problem for two sheaths which wedonot solve here. However, we

will later show how this case can beapproximated bythe uniform density case with anadjustment of

parameters, and the effect of a two sheath system on thecurrent waveform will be seen to be even

more striking in this case.

To this end, wepresent amodel for the displacement current flowing through asingle sheath

witha nonuniform iondensity profile. Thedesired result isan expression for s(t) in Eq. (8) in terms

of the sheath voltage Vs. A self-consistent ion density profile will not beused, but instead the ion

density profile from aChild law sheath38 will be used. The advantage of these simplifications is that

it allows a closed form expression for computation of s(t). (Van Roosmalen and Van Voorst

Vader39 have used a similar idea, and had to divide the rf period into anodic and cathodic parts in

order to assure that the time-averaged sheath potential was in fact the potential accelerating the ions.

This, however, results in some mathematical complexity which is not necessary if one wants onlyan

estimate of the effects of density inhomogeneity.) The ion density in the coordinate system of
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Figure 1 is

nf(x) -
y e

1/3

This is obtained from conservation of ion flux and ion energy. The initial ion speed at the maximum

sheath position x = Xq, was neglected in Eq. (17), and thus njdiverges at x = x^ But ds/dt vanishes

at that point, so that the displacement current as expressed in Eq. (5) also vanishes at the extreme

sheath edge position. As the sheath edge s(t) moves between x=0 and x=xm, Poisson's equation and

Eq. (3) give the sheath voltage drop Vs(t). This is written using the variable q a 1 - s^)/^ as

W^m - l-(4/3)q1/3+(l/3)q4/3 (lg)

where Vm is the maximum sheath voltage occurring whens(t) = x^. This is a quartic in the variable

waq173 and must be inverted to find s(t). Standard formulae provide the solution:40

y• 4(g/3)1/2 coshla^cosh-^S/g)372)] (19)
w- y1/2/2-[2/y1/2-y/4f/2 .

where g a 3(1 - Vs(t)/Vm). The sheath edge is finally obtained from

s(t)-xm[l-w3(t)] . (20)

In the nonuniform density model the maximum sheath voltage enters the solution s(t). This

additional complication is absent in the uniform density model.

Equations (1) and (8) give the displacement and conduction currents, respectively. The

sheath voltage UeeVs/kT is given the form of U^ in Eq. (14), and the total current is

nondimensionalized by dividing by (1/4)01^. The total current J^e) is

Y? U, sin6
Jr(6) - -« +exp(-U) + LJL (21)

(Uo+U^s/xJ
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where y2 a3*<1/2) 2<"3/4) W<ap, and s/x,,, is obtained directly from Eq. (20).

in. Results and Discussion

Discharge current waveforms obtained from the solution to Eq. (15) are presented in this

section. Voltage and currentarespecified in dimensionless values, the voltagebeing in units of kT/e

and the current density being in units of (l/4)ensce. The rf frequency used is 10 Mhz, and the ion

mass in uB is 40 amu, unless otherwise noted.

A Current Waveforms

Figure 2 shows current waveforms for \J1 = 300, i^ = 1010 cm*3, and area ratio $ = 1, 2.1,

and 4. (The combination of Vl and ns was chosen from our experiments on 70 mtorr argon

discharges.) Also plotted is the (uniform density) single sheath limit current waveform. This series

of waveforms shows that the current waveforms approach the single sheath limit as the area ratio is

increased; the waveforms become more skewed due to the [s(t)]"1 dependence in Eq. (8), and the

conductioncurrent spike visible in the single sheathlimit at 180° is just forming at p - 4. Other runs

showed that the spike emerges as distinct between an area ratio of 5 and 6. However, at a lower rf

amplitude of 30, and acorresponding lower density parameter of 109 cm"3, the conduction current

spikedidnot appear asadistinct feature of the total current waveform evenin the single sheath limit.

The changing skewness of the currentwaveforms impliesgreater harmoniccontent asthe area

ratio increases above unity. In Figure 3 this is shown more directlyby plotting the frequency spectra

for the total current (a), and the conduction current (b), at sheath A for Ul =300, i^ = 1010 cm"3,

and area ratios of 1, 2.1, and 8. The spectra are normalized to the first harmonic. There is hardly

any higher harmonic current content for arearatio p —1; the minute higher harmonic amplitude that

does exist is due to the inclusion of the conduction current, absent in the treatment of Ref. 15.

However, at an area ratio of 2.1 the amplitude of the third harmonic is still -10% of the first

harmonic; and for an area ratio of 8, the fifth harmonic is still -10% of the first harmonic. This is
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consistent with the experimental observation that symmetric systems have simpler impedance

characteristics.41 In Figure 3(b) the conduction current frequency spectrum broadens as area ratio

increases since the conduction current pulse becomes narrower and larger in height.'60 For example,

at p - 1 the first harmonic displacement current amplitude was -0.32 and the conduction current

peak height was -0.1, whereas at p = 8 the displacement current amplitude was -0.41 and the

conduction current peak height was -0.32.

B. Effect of Large n^

Equation (8) shows that the displacementcurrent variesas the inverse of the sheath thickness.

A rough estimate for the ratio of the displacement currents in the uniform density and Child law

sheath models is given by the ratio of the maximum sheath thicknesses:

^uniform *m,C.L.
W " ^uniform ,„,

' XT W4eV.23/4

"3
m

kT

For eVm/kT = 300, this ratio is -3, thus the uniform sheath model allows too large a displacement

current We next study the consequences of reducing the displacementcurrent within the framework

of the uniform density model.

Figure 4(a) shows the current waveforms from the single sheath model with nonuniform

density. The rfamplitude Ux is 300 and the density is 1010 cm"3. The displacement current waveform

shown here is similar to Bidder's results from aself-consistent solution to Poisson's equation in the

sheath for axenon rfdischarge.27 (The peak displacement current in Figure 4(a) is only about 25%

lower thanthat estimated from Fig. 3 of Ref. 27.) The peak value for the displacement current here

is -0.1 compared with the peak value -0.5 for the single sheath, uniform density case shown in

Figure 2. The reduction in the displacement current is even greater than the estimate obtained from

Eq. (22). In Eq. (1) the conduction current depends only on the sheath voltage, so that with a
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reduced displacement current, the conduction current spike is more prominent.

We now consider how the mutual interaction oftwo sheaths affect the current waveform. The

differencebetween the waveforms in Figure 4(a) and Figure 2 is the relativesize of the displacement

to the conduction current. Therefore, the effect of two interacting sheaths on the impedance of the

discharge may be investigated with the uniform ion density sheath model by finding a case for which

the relative sizes of the displacement and conduction currents are similar to the waveforms in

Figure4(a). Such a case can be devisedby adjusting the density parameter in the expression for the

displacement current: y varies as ns"1/2. Anexample of this is shown in Figure 4(b); this is aresult

of the single sheath model, with a uniform density sheath, where the rf voltage Uj is 300 and the

density parameter is 23xl010 cm"3. The density is unrealistically large, but the current waveform is

similar to the case shown in Figure 4(a). In this sense, the relative size of the displacement to the

conduction currents is more appropriate.

Figure5 shows the currentwaveforms fromthe two sheath model foran arearatioof2.1,and

the same n^ andV1 asthe example in Figure 4(b). The large conduction current spikeof Figure 4(b)

is less obvious in Figure 5. This is because the sheathvoltageUA(6) is flattened near its minimum,

broadening the conduction current pulse at sheath A (The maximum voltage UAwas reduced to -250

due to the voltage division between the two sheaths, but this by itself has only a small effect in

reducing the conduction current spike.)

The smoothingis even more dramatic for the symmetric discharge. Figure 6 showsthe sheath

voltage and current waveforms for p = 1, and ns and Ul as in Figure 5. The sheath voltage in

Figure 6(a) has a broadened minimum and the minimum sheathvoltageoccurs before 180°. In part

Figure 6(b) the peak in the conduction current has moved toward the peak in the displacement

current, which decreases suddenly due to the flattening of the sheath voltage waveform as the

conduction current rises. The end result is that the total current does not show the distinct

conduction current pulse at 180° which appears in the single sheath limit Also note that near 150°

the discharge current changes from mostly conduction current at sheath A to predominantly
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displacement current at sheath B.

IV. Comparison to Other Works

The two-coupled sheathmodel presented here is highly simplified. Our intent is to develop

qualitative understanding of the features appearing in current waveforms measured in experiments.

Still, it is important to see how the results presented here relate to results from more sophisticated,

self-consistent models. There are severalexamples of current waveforms to be found in the literature

on rf discharge modeling and experiment

Figure 6 showed the voltage and current waveforms for a symmetric voltage-driven discharge.

The sheath voltage displays a broad low voltage region and the minimum sheath voltage occurs before

the extreme value of the external voltage. This has been observed in several

simulations.42,43,44'45'46 Figure 10 of Ref. 44 presents an especially interesting comparison between

the current waveforms for the wave-riding and secondary electron regimes in a helium discharge,

which serves to illustrate the sensitivity of the current waveforms to the relative sizes of the

conduction and displacement currents, as indicated by the two sheath model. The frequency was 3.2

MHz and the gaspressurewas3 torr. In the wave-riding regime ionization is dominated by electrons

whichareohmiclyheatedat the sheath-glow interface, andthe steady-state plasma densityvaried from

2x10s cm'3 to -109 cm'3 as the rfamplitude increased from 100 to -250 V. The current waveforms

for an rf amplitude of 120 V in Fig. 10(a) of Ref. 44 showthat the peak conduction current is only

-14% of the peak displacement current, and that the conduction current appears as a fairly

symmetrical pulse-likeperturbation on the total current This is similarto the unity arearatio curve

in Figure 2, where the conduction current (not shown) is a small, fairly symmetrical pulse near the

zero crossing of the total current The interesting effect occurs in Ref. 44 when the rf amplitude is

increased above 250 V and the secondary electron regime is entered. In this regime secondary

electronsdominate the total ionization and byvirtue of the large amount of energyacquired by each

secondary electron as it crosses the sheath, the plasma density increases to -1012 cm*3 at an rf
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amplitude of 400 V. This corresponds to a smaller y in Eq. (12) of the two-sheath model. Figure

10(b) of Ref. 44 shows that the electron conduction current waveform is broader and more skewed,

with its peak being shifted backwards in phase. This is similar to the conduction current curve Jc in

Figure 6. One result of the two-sheath model is that the current waveforms depend on the relative

sizes of the conduction and displacementcurrents. In the simulation of Ref. 44 this is influenced by

the transition between the wave-riding and secondary electron regimes,and one finds that the current

waveforms in each regimeshow the qualitative features predicted by the two-sheath model for small

and large conduction current components.

The applicability of the two-sheath model to the results of Ref. 44maybe questioned due to

the low frequency (3.2 MHz) used in Ret 44. At a few MHz, simulations show that the ion flux is

strongly modulated,42,43,44 contrary to what isassumed by Eq. (1). The total current shown for the

secondary electron regimein Ret 44 is roughly sinusoidal with flat, slanted peaks. This waveform has

been observed by Hebner and Verdeyen47 for a helium discharge at 500 mtorr and 2.6 MHz. The

two-sheath model with uniform density sheaths instead produces a sawtooth wave, a typical example

of which is given in Figure 7. It is not clear if this difference is due to an incorrect sheath density

profile (for the displacement current), an incorrect ion flux, or some other factor. The correct ion

flux may not be so important; Fig. 6 of Ret 42 showed PIC simulation current waveforms for a

symmetric 1.5 MHz, 350mtorr, 500V, voltage-driven helium discharge. The total current was also

atriangular wave with apeak magnitude of-6 A/m2. For that example, the glow density was -3xl015

cm"3, and the density was not strongly attenuated in the sheath. Using the parameter values given

above, and estimating Te to be -2 eV, the two-sheath model gives the waveform in Figure 7. The

dimensionless current density of 0.1 corresponds to -11 A/m2, just a factor of two greater than the

simulation result

There are also some interesting experimental results by Horwitz and Puzzer48 on the effects

ofarearatioon the conductionwaveforms. Their experimental systemconsistedofan argon discharge

driven at 13.56 MHz in a chamber of variable target to wall area ratio. The wall electrode in their
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system was powered, so that a gridded particle collector could be installed on the target electrode.

In Fig. 9 of Ref. 48 are shown conduction current waveforms for area ratios of 0.87 and 10. At a

pressure of 3.7Pa (28 mtorr) the conduction current for the .87 area ratio is broad and occurs before

the conductioncurrent pulse for the 0=10 case. This is similar to Figure 6. When the area ratio is

10, the conduction current peak is narrower. Fig. 10 in Ref. 48 shows that at 21 Pa (158 mtorr) the

conduction current waveforms are both narrow pulses. In the two-sheath model the conduction

current is always pulse-like for p = 10, simply because it is so close to the single sheath limit The

conduction current for p = 0.87 is more interesting, and within the framework of the two-sheath

model, the transformation from a broad to narrow pulse suggests a transition to a more uniform ion

density sheathwith increasing pressure. There is some experimentalevidence that the sheath density

inhomogeneity isdecreased in this higher pressure range.35,37

V. Features of Experimental Data

One motivation for this model was to understand current waveforms we have measured in

connection with power measurements in rf discharges. In this section the two-sheath model results

will be compared to experimental waveforms we have obtained.

Figure 8(a) shows a current waveform obtained from an argon discharge confined within a

cylindrical cavity 9 inches in diameter and 2.5 inches in height One flat side of the cavity is the

powered electrode andthe remaining surfaces compose the grounded electrode. The geometrical area

ratio is approximately 2.1. For the waveform shown, the gas pressure was 70 mtorr and the voltage

at the powered electrode was approximately 700V in amplitude (therewas some distortion, asshown

by the scaled voltage waveform V/350). A sixth harmonic ripple isvisible, and this persists to some

extent at lowervoltages and other pressures. We believe this is due to the frequency response of the

external circuit Figure 8(b) shows the Fourier amplitudes of the waveform in part (a). There is a

sharp attenuation of harmonics beyond the sixth, and this is partly responsible for the visible ripple

in part (a).
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Two features may be noted in the experimentalwaveform. First, it is nearlyan odd function

with respect to a zero crossing. Secondly, the waveform is skewed, similar to the model results in

Figure 2 or Figure 5. This skewness disqualifies this waveform as one from a symmetric discharge

where the symmetry 1(8) = -I(6-») is observed. (This is equivalent to no even harmonics, contrary

to the spectrum in Figure 8.)

The near odd symmetry with respect to a zero crossingis relevant to the two-sheath model.

Figure 9 shows two waveforms: (1) The two-sheath model current resulting from a sinusoidal external

voltage, and (2) the waveform arising when the voltagewaveform measured from the experiment is

used for Vg^t) and the resulting current is truncated at the sixth harmonic. (The experimental

voltagewaveform is shownin Figure 8(a)andexhibits a flattened positive half-cycle.) The waveform

induced by the sine wave external voltage shows a small, but sharp conduction current spike. This

is reduced somewhat when the external voltage waveform is used, but is still visible. However, the

waveform with the truncated spectrum shows no spike and its symmetry is greater. (The current

waveformwithout truncation follows the truncatedwaveform,except at the current spike. Also, when

the current arising from the sine wave voltage is truncated, the result still exhibits noticeable

asymmetry.)

The experimental waveform and two-sheath model result cannotbe expected to matcheach

other precisely due to the models employed for the displacement current andsheath density profile,

and also the neglect of the external circuit However, this comparison illustrates how experimental

waveforms may be better understood, and further clarifies how the external circuit manifests itself,

namely in its response to higher harmonics andin the voltage distortion it exhibits. There has been

some simulation work on symmetric discharges and asymmetric discharges with external circuits.46,49

From this simple two-sheath model, one can learn the following: 1) If the voltage across an

asymmetric discharge is large and sinusoidal, then the currentwill be non-sinusoidal and can exhibit

conduction current spikes and asymmetrywith respect to zero crossings. 2) If distortion in the voltage

is allowed, then the spikes can be reduced to some degree. Also, becausethe asymmetryis contained
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in the higher harmonics, the actual observation of such asymmetry at low area ratio would require

uncommon control of the frequency response of the external circuit.

VI. Relation to the Pure Resistive Model

Versions of Eq. (10) have been studied previously by workers interested in describing the

time-averaged sheath voltage.16'17,18,19,20,21 The treatment inRef. 16 isinteresting because itneglects

the capacitivecurrent (y = 0) and yet produces quite good agreementwith measurements of the time-

averaged sheath potential in symmetric discharges. In this section we compare some sheath voltage

results from the pure resistive model (the "R model") to those from the resistive-capacitivemodel (the

"RC model"), that is, Eq. (12) with y * 0.

Figure 10 showsa plot of the dc biasU0 over a wide range of rf amplitude Ur The lower

two curves, A and B, are for an area ratio p= 2.1. Curve A is from the RCmodel with i^ = 109 cm'3

and <d/2» = 10 MHz; for 109 cm"3 <vl%< 1010 cm"3 (that is, 0.02<y<0.06) curve A shifts by less

than 10% over the entire range of \J1 shown, and shifts by less than 5% for U: > 40. Curve B is

from the R model. In the R model the external voltage is divided between the two sheaths by the

nonlinear sheath resistances. In the RC model the sheaths are predominantly capacitive(phase shifts

of the current to voltage are just a few degrees less than 90° for the first harmonic) and the voltage

division is determinedby these nonlinear capacitors. Despite this difference, the dc bias produced by

both models are quite close,and differ for p = 2.1by less than 20%. In Appendix A it is shown that

curves for allvalues of y at a given area ratio should converge for smallUt when the densities at both

sheath edges are the same. It is interesting that the results for the R and RC models remain close

at large Vv

A comparison between the R model and the purely capacitivesheath model provides some

understanding of why the dc bias for the R and RC models are similar at large Vv Meijer and

Goedheer21 have used this two-sheath model to study the sheath voltages and dc bias. For the purely

capacitive sheath (Eq. (10) with the conduction currents neglected) they have shown (in the present
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notation) that U0 = UjO^-iy^+l). At large Ux this is close to the R model result. For example,

this is only 30% larger than the R model curve for Ux > 20 at p = 2.1. Thus, although the current

and the sheath voltage differ in the two cases of the purely resistive and the purely capacitivesheath

models, current continuity forces both systems to develop similar dc biases at large rf amplitudes.

The dc bias for both R and RC models is even closer at p = 10; curve C is the result from

the RC model for n,= 109 cm'3, but the result for n^ = 109 cm"3 and the R model differ from curve

C by less than 5%. In some sense,at larger area ratioall such curvesare constrainedby the topmost

curve (labeled D) showing the single sheath limit: lnfoCUj)).16 Note that since the curves for

smaller p follow the single sheath limit,curve D, the dcbias plottedagainst the rf amplitude (at large

rf amplitude) should extrapolate to a point below the origin at Uj=0, as shown by KOhler et al..24

Note alsothat the ratioof the dc biasto the rf amplitude decreases with rf amplitude (at a given area

ratio), as shown by the data of Horwitz.50

Figure 10 suggests that the R model reproduces the sheath voltages quite well. This is

explored further in Figure 11. Figure 11(a) shows the ratio of the time-averaged sheath voltages

UA(°tyUB(°) (the "dc voltage ratio"). Figure 11(b) shows the ratio of the first harmonic amplitudes

ofthe sheath voltages UA^/UB^ (the "rf voltage ratio"). The R model results for rfamplitudes Ua

of 300 and 30 appear ascurves B and D,respectively. The corresponding RC model results (curves

A and C) are shown only for n^ = 109 cm"3; the plots are not very sensitive to ns on a logarithmic

scale. The straight dashed line with a slope of two represents the p* scaling which results from

capacitively conducted currents through two uniform ion density sheaths ofequal densities.51 (One

can show that the p2, scaling is only true for area ratios greater than -3,even for this ideal case; the

p2, line is plotted only for reference.) The curves of Figure 11(a) all have the same general form,

exhibiting saturation at large p to the value U0 in Eq. (16) divided by the dc floating potential (the

second term in Eq. (16)).16'28 The R and RC models are both sensitive to the value of the rf

amplitude; as Ut decreases, thedcvoltage ratio increases more slowly with area ratio p. InAppendix

B the R model is studied further and it is shown that the correction to the exponent of 2 in the p2.
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scaling is roughly a factor equal to the ratio of the dc floating potential to the time-averaged sheath

voltage at p = 1.

However, the behavior of the rf voltage ratio in the R and RC models differ. Figure 11(b)

shows that this ratio is sensitive to \J1 in the RC model, but that it maintains a p2 variation (for p

close to 1) in the R model for a wide range of U1 from 300 to 30 (as shown), and even smaller. In

Appendix B the R model is examined further and it is shownthat the correction to the exponent of

2 in the p2 scaling (at pclose to 1) is oforder (1/U1)2 and does not involve the dc floating potential.

This is indicative of the nearly invariant sheath voltage waveforms in the R model: They are rectified

parts of the external voltage. In fact, the p2 scaling (to zero order in 1/Uj) can be simply derived

from this observation. However, in the RC model there is a coupling between the conduction and

displacement currents that causes the sheath voltage waveforms to vary with Ua, and this is

responsible for the variation in the rf voltage ratio with Uv

Regarding current waveforms, the R model cannot be expected to give good current

waveforms since the capacitive current has been omitted. Additionally, since the coupling between

the capacitive and displacement currents is omitted, broadening and skewing of the electron

conduction current pulse is not produced by this model, nor is the conversion of conduction current

at one sheath to displacement current at the opposite sheath possible in this model

VII. Summary

In this paper we havepresented asimple model to describe the conduction of current through

anasymmetric parallel platerf discharge. Inorder to makethisascomputationally simpleas possible,

a uniform ion density in the sheaths was assumed.

The model suggests the following for current waveforms:

1) In the limit of large area ratio, the discharge current approaches that of the single sheath, and

consequently the harmonic content in the current increases. Also, for a uniform ion density sheath

discharge driven at a fairly high voltage, the conduction current spike is noticeable for area ratios as
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low as 6. In a nonuniform ion density sheath model this property of the single sheath limit would

persist to even lower area ratios.

2) An example was given in which the peak magnitudesof the conduction and displacement currents

are chosen to model those expected in a Child law sheath. It was found that at moderate area ratio,

both sheath voltages are appreciablein magnitude and exhibit distortions that broaden the electron

current pulse. The sheath voltage minimum is also moved backward in phase, and this allows the

electron current pulse to merge with the displacement current The net result is the suppression of

the distinct electron pulseevidentin the single sheath limit In the symmetric discharge theseeffects

aremost complete, and fairly sinusoidal current waveforms can be maintained evenwith averylarge

conduction current component

Examples from simulations and experiment were presented to show that qualitative features

of the current waveforms resulting from the two-sheath model are not unrealistic. In particular,

currentwaveform examples arecited from simulation andexperiment that maybe interpreted in terms

of the sensitivity of the total current waveform to the relative sizes of the conduction and

displacement currents, and the sheath ion density profile.

An example from our own experiments was given in which the current smoothing property

demonstrated by the two-coupled-sheath system is important in describing the measured current

waveform. We find that the external circuit response to the discharge current load is also important

in determining the final current waveform.

The pure resistive limitto themodel was examined further since previous workers established

that such a model could predict the time-averaged sheath voltage. It was found that such a model is

not able to reproduce someof the properties of the rf component of the sheath voltage which depend

on the coupling between the conduction and displacement currents.
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APPENDIX A Small Signal Treatment of U0 vs. U1

The dc bias is studiedat small rf amplitude in this appendix. Equation (12) is linearized by

writing

Vt - Uf +sV+j +SV^W ,i-AorB (Al)

where Uf is the dc floating potential, and <JU's are the dc and rf first order corrections to Uj when

the perturbation -Ux cos6 is applied between electrodes A and B. Averaging Eq. (12) over one

period and setting the average current to zero gives the standard result that <*UdCji = ln^^U^)).

(The argument of the modified Bessel function is now the amplitude of s\Jd[(Q).) Expanding this

relation shows that <"Udci is second order in the perturbation amplitude:

"W - «l&/4 ♦ 0(4) <M>

where the second term on the right side represents fourth order terms in the perturbation. Thus, to

first order, thecorrection to Uj is simply sU^; there is no first order dc correction.

Equation (12) is linearized to give the small signal circuit model of the two-sheath system.

After Fourier transforming, one obtains

(°A+ iBrf)HU^) -*(QB +iBB)*UftB (A3)

where GA =GB =exp(-Uf) and BA = BB =Y/Uf1/2 are the conductances and susceptances for aunit

area. The minus sign appearing with *Urf>A is due to the polarity implied by Eq. (13). The

admittances YA = GA + iBA and YB = p(GB + iBB) may be identified in Eq. (A3). When the

sheath densities n^ and n^ are the same, YB = pYA, and the two sheaths act as a voltage divider

with constant gain and no phaseshift. One then obtains

•*u^-(-Ui)*/<**i)

'"a* - (-ui)/(* + i) •
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Equation (13) gives the dc bias as -*UdCtA + *UdC)B. Upon using Eqs. (A2) and (A4), one obtains

uo--3j^ +0(4) , (^

In Ref. 16 it was found at large Ua that U0 fitted the curve (l-^"1)ln( ^(Uj) ) quite well.

This is a faster dependence on p than shown in Eq. (A5), but is consistent with the spacing of the

curves in Figure 10 at small and largeUv

When n^ * n^B, pappearing in Eq. (12) becomes p' a(A^^^A^^), and in Eq. (A4)

p is replaced by Ca ^b/^a = *'(gb + jbbV(ga + ®a)- Tne electrons are still assumed to be

isothermal, so GA= GB. But now using Eq. (8) and normalizing by the random electron flux, Bj «

(n^jSj)'1, we find BA *BB. For agiven floating potential, the sheath thickness will also vary with the

density. Thus Cis a complex number and exhibits a dependence on the density ratio in p' and the

ratio of the susceptances. U0 is given by

u0-4u?!£?j4 +O(4) (m
4 IC+ II2

and also will depend upon the density ratio. The two curves for an area ratio of 2.1 in Figure 10

should then separate at low Uv
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Appendix B: Pure Resistive Model Near p = 1.

Inthisappendix thevoltage ratios for the pure resistive model shown in Figure 11 are studied

for area ratios slightly above unity. Godyak and Kuzovnikov16 solved Eq. (12) with y = 0; analytical

expressions for UA and UB were derived. They obtained (in the present notation and conventions)

U^G) - ln{[l +pexp(-Uctt)]/[« (1 +p)]} &*>

Let f(6) = UA for p = 1. Consider now the perturbed system in which the area ratio is slightly

above unity:

p - 1 + «, «<1

Va - f + slJA CB2)
u«x--Uo-ulCose .

U0 is the first order correction to the external voltage. Expanding Eq. (Bl) gives

6\1A -U0/2 + (6 +U0)(1 -exp(-f)/a)/2 . (B3)

Note that since <exp(-f)> = a, <*UA> = Uq/2. (The brackets denote averaged values.) Equation

(13) gives the correction to UB as *UB = -U0 + *UA. The dc bias U0 is obtained by setting the

average conduction current to zero. At first orderone obtains <exp(-f) *UA> = 0, and this implies

that

U0-«C/(1-C) m
where C - (exp(-2f )>/a2 - 1

The function exp(-f) resembles a square pulse for large Uj; and as Ua approaches infinity, C

approaches unity. The integral in Eq. (B4) was done numerically:

C-l-4/OrU^ . (B5)
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The first order term is good to three digits for 80 < Ux < 300,and at Ut = 10 the correction is -2%.

The voltage ratios are to first order

- 1 +

u
(0)

B <f>

_1_ -1 +2 ±-
UJD fd)

(1)
(B6)

(The superscripts denote the dc and first harmonic amplitudes.) Note that a quadratic variation in

area ratio would make the right side of these expressions 1 + 2«. The Fourier amplitudes are

obtained from Eq. (Bl) (for p= 1) and Eq. (B3). The integral for fMcan be done, and gives fW

= Ux/2. The integrals for <f> and *UA(1) were partly done numerically:

/ ui<f> - _ +In
1 ♦ exp(-U1)

iV™ - 1(« +u0) 1 -
1.647^

U?

1.665

(B7)

(For 100 < ^ < 300 thesecond order terms are accurate to atleast three digits, and atUx = 10 the

correction is less than -4%.) Thus, the voltage ratios are to good approximation

TjW €4 /x _(,/u1)ln(2a4 (l-(,/U1)ln(2«))
1.647 ^U (l)

A

(1)
BU

-1+2 1 -

u;

(B8)

Thus, for large Ua the dc voltage ratio scales as a power of pwith a maximum exponent of -2.47.

Also, the terminvolving the logarithm in the denominator is roughly the dc floating potential divided

by <f>, and canbe significant when the rf amplitude is as high as a few tens of kT/e.

The quadratic scaling for the rf amplitude ratio does not hold for allUv For example, one

can show from Eq. (Bl) that at small Ut (to first order)
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and hence,

C - 0

ulf- -_cos6 -ln« p9)

^-4

A -1
u (0)UB (BIO)

• 1 + €

u*(1)

Thus for small \J1 and p close to 1, the rf voltage ratio will scale linearly with i, and the dc voltage

ratiowill depend on a higher order term in Ux.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. (a) The asymmetric capacitively coupled rf discharge, (b) Illustration of the sheath. The

electrode is at x = 0; the glow is to the right The electron sheath edge moves from the maximum

position x = ^ to a minimum position near x = 0. The ion density at the xm is n,,.

Figure 2. Current waveforms for \J1 =300 and t^ = 1010 cm"3 at area ratios pof1,2.1, and 4. Each

curve is labeled with its area ratio. Also plotted is the single sheath current waveform, labeled

"single.1'

Figure 3. Frequency spectram of the current waveforms for Ux = 300 and iig = 1010 cm"3 at area

ratios of 1 (dots), 2.1 (squares), and 8 (triangles): (a) the spectram for the total current; (b) the

spectrum for the conduction current at the powered electrode (sheath A).

Figure 4. Single sheath current waveforms for U1 = 300 and n^ = 1010 cm"3: (a) using a Child law

ion density, (b) using auniform ion density iig = 23 x 1010 cm*3. The displacement, conduction and

total currents are labeled Jd, Jc and JT respectively.

Figure 5. Current waveform from the two-sheath model for Ux = 300 and ^ = 23 x 1010 cm*3 atan

area ratio p = 2.1. This shows the effect of the increased size of the conduction current relative to

the displacement current, at a ratio that can occur in a nonuniform ion density sheath. The

displacement, conduction and total currents are labeled Jd, Jc and JT respectively.

Figure 6. Two-sheath model results: (a) Sheath voltage UA, and(b) current waveforms for area ratio

j=l, Uj = 300 and i^ = 23 x1010 cm"3. The displacement conduction and total currents are labeled

Jd, Jc and JT respectively.



Figure 7. Two-sheath model current waveforms for area ratio 0 = 1,^ = 250,1^ = 3xl09 cm*3 a

frequency of 1.5 MHz, and an ion mass of 4 amu. The triangular waveform is similar to the result

in Fig. 6 of Ref. 42. The displacement conduction and total currents are labeled Jd, Jc and JT

respectively.

Figure 8. (a) Experimental data for the rf part of the discharge voltage V and the discharge current

I from a confined argon discharge at 70 mtorr and 10 MHz. (b) Fourier spectram of the current

Figure9. Two-sheath model results for the currentwaveformwhen the externalvoltage is sinusoidal

(dashed line, labeled "sine V(t)"); and when the voltage waveform from Figure 8 is used, and the

current waveform is truncated above the sixth harmonic(solid line, labeled"Exp't V(t) & truncated").

The density parameter is 23 x 1010 cm"3 and the positive peak value of the rf part of the external

voltage was U1 - 300.

Figure 10. DC bias U0 vs. rf amplitude Ut in the two-sheath model. Curves from the resistive-

capacitive sheath model with n^ = 109 cm"3: (A) area ratio p= 2.1; and (C) p = 10. Curves from

the pure resistive sheath model: (B) p - 2.1; and (D) single sheath limit (p » 1).

Figure 11. Sheath voltage ratios: (a) the dc ratio UA(°tyUB(°); and (b) the first harmonic ratio

U^tyU^1). Curves from the resistive-capacitive sheath model with n, = 109 cm'3: (A) Ua = 300

(solid), and (C) Ux = 30 (dashed). Curves from the pure resistive sheath model: (B) Ux = 300

(solid), and (D) Ux = 30 (dashed). The dashed straight linewith slope of 2 represents the quadratic

scaling with area ratio from simple arguments.
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